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1. A firm manufactures two t54res of product A and @
and sells them at a profrt of i2 on type A and 3
on tJA)e B. Each product is proces.sed on two
machines M, and. M2. I}1re A requires one minute
of processing time on M1 and two minutes on M2;
gpe B requires one minute on M1 and one minute

. on M2. Ttre machine jtf, is available for not more
than 6 hours 4O minutes while machine M, is
available for 1O hours during any working day.
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Formulate the problem as linear programming

problem and find how many products of each EPe
should the frrm produce each day in order to get

maximum profit by graphically method'

2. A company makes two kinds of leather belts'

BeIt A is high quality belt and belt B is of lower

quality. The respective profits are ? 4 and ? 3 per

belt. Each belt of type A requires twice as much

as that tlpe of belt B- If all were of type B, the

company could make 1OOO belts per day' The

supply of leather is sufficient for only 8OO beits

per day. Belt A requkes a fancy buckle and

only 40O buckles ar6 available. Ttrere are only

7OO buckles a day available for belt B' How

should the company .manufacture t}re two tJapes

of belts in ord.er to have a maximum profit?

(Use graPhic method)
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3. Solve the given LPP by using simplex method :

Maximize Z =3xr +S.xz +4xt

. subject to
2x1+3x2 < I
2x2 +sxt <lO

3x1 +2x, +4r3 < 15

and xy x2, xs 2o.
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4. Solve the following LPP by Big-M method :

Maximize Z =xt+2xz +3.r3 -14
subject to

xr +2x2 +3.r3 = 15

- 2xt+x2+5x3=2O
x, +2x2 + -q + -r4 = 10

and. x1, x2, x3, xa2O.
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5. Four dillerent jobs cam be done on four difrerent
machines.' Ttre 'set up and take-down time
costs are assumed to be prohibitively high for
changeovers. the matrix below gives tJre cost
in rupees of producing job i on machine j :

ML M2 M3 M4

Jr

J2

J3

J4

How should the jobs be assigned to tl.e various
machines so that the total cost is minimized?
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8 5 9 6

4 7 to 7

10 4 8 3



fuurcg Dl D2 D3 gtplA
q 9 a 5 25

s2 6 8 4 35

s3 7 6 9 40

.Denand 30 25 45 100
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6. The following data describe a transportation
problem :.

Find the initial solution by using (aJ North-West
corner method, (b) le€st cost method and
(c/ Vogel's approxirration method.
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7- Solve tJle following LPP b5r Gomory technique :

Maximize Z =3xz
subject to tl.e constraints

3x1+2x2 <7
x1- x2 > -2

x1, x2>O and are integers.

8. Use branch and bound technique to solve the
following mixed integer problem :

Maximize Z = xt*xz' subject to
2x1+5x2 <16
6x1 +5x2 <30

x12O, x2 >O and are integers.
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9. Solve the following game by using the principle of
dominance :

. Plq@B
4 2'O 2 I I
431322
437-5L2
434-1 22
433-222

1O. Solve the ga.me by graphical method, whose payoff
matrix is given below :

Plager B
' (q -z 3 -1)

Plauer Al , I" l-r 2 o ll
[-z | -2 o)

***
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( Mark"s: 10 |

Each question carries 1 mark

Put a Tick M mark against the correct answer in the box
provided :

1, Operation Research (OR), which is a very powerlul tool for

(a,) research tr

(b/ decision-making tr

(c) operations n

(dJ None of the above tr
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